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I. Introduction  
On 21 August 2013, the United Nations Security Council convened an emergency session to              

address claims of the deployment of chemical weapons in the Ghouta region of Syria. Syrian               
opposition activists pointed to widespread attacks on civilian populations perpetrated by Syrian            
President Bashar al-Assad’s forces. Within hours, hundreds of videos and photos were released             
showing large numbers of sick and dying adults and children with no external signs of injury. UN                 
investigation teams operated alongside humanitarian organizations, and concluded that there was           
“strong evidence” of chemical weapons attacks. In the following several weeks, each of the              
permanent members of the Security Council grappled with the possibility of military intervention,             
primarily by means of increased airstrikes. The British Parliament swiftly voted against            
intervention, France condemned the attacks as violating the 1925 Geneva Protocol and, despite             
adopting a “red-line policy” regarding chemical and biological weapons usage, President Obama            
postponed the use of force and sought authorization from Congress. The Russian Federation, long              
President Assad’s strongest ally on the Security Council, opened up negotiations with the United              
States in early September. Ultimately, a U.S. and Russia brokered a deal that forced Assad to hand in                  
his chemical weapons arsenal in exchange for no decisive increase in Western-led military action. 

The tense, month-long period of international brokering that followed the chemical           
weapons attacks highlights the United Nations flawed and tenuous relationship with military            
intervention. Although the UNSC convened a number of times in wake of the reports, the UN itself                 
did not take action as a unified international body. Political negotiations between and within the               
permanent members of the UNSC defined all responses to the attacks on civilians; negotiation              
amongst the permanent members has also more broadly defined international responses to the             
immense civilian casualties of the civil war in Syria. In April 2012, the United Nations Supervision                
Mission in Syria (UNSMIS) was authorized by the Department of Peacekeeping Operations to             
oversee a potential ceasefire between militant groups in Syria. 

The intensification of armed violence essentially voided the mission, which was already            
governed a largely idealistic and strictly not military force-based mandate. The “red line” policy              
distinction between chemical weapons attacks and attacks without chemical weapons is flawed and             
perhaps somewhat arbitrary. But, more importantly, the UN had no means of acting outside the               
purview of national governments to guarantee the safety and security of civilians in light of the                
attacks. 

II. History and Description of the Issue 
In 1919, the Allied victors of World War I—Great Britain, France, Russia, and the United               

States—convened at the Paris Peace Conference to establish the terms for peace with the              
conquered central powers. American President Woodrow Wilson became a champion of the            



“League of Nations,” an organization dedicated to collective security, disarmament, and settling            
international disputes through negotiation and arbitration. The League of Nations perhaps           
represents the international community’s earliest—albeit failed—attempt at using        
“internationalism” as a means of establishing and maintaining world peace. Several important            
actors in Paris, including and especially the United States, failed to ratify the League of Nations                
Covenant. The world of 1919—still structured around empires and complex alliances—was not            
ready to devote itself to sustaining a so-called “perpetual peace” through internationalism. The             
Treaty of Versailles that put an official end to World War I unwillingly sowed the seeds of World                  
War II. 

The Early Cold War and the Korean War 
The Cold War rift between the two major postWWII superpowers, the United States and the Soviet                
Union, complicated the Charter’s “peace enforcement” principle under the UNSC. Because the Cold             
War was innately antithetical to the UN Charter’s mission of supporting peace, development, and              
disarmament through diplomacy, internationalism largely subsided in favor of superpower-led          
nationalism. The world’s two superpowers, the communist USSR and the capitalist United States,             
remained locked in a contentious struggle for global supremacy. The United Kingdom, and, to a               
lesser degree, France were staunch allies of the United States, and largely supported its military               
endeavors. China, separately, came to lead its own communist bloc following a split (the              
“Sino-Soviet split”) within global communism. These dynamics largely defined the Cold War            
General Assembly, which was largely unable to productively mediate any types of issues related to               
international military intervention.20 The Korean crisis points to several flaws within the original             
UN Charter and the UN’s broader role as a peacekeeping body during the Cold War. The United                 
States was essentially able to justify unilateral intervention in Korea under the brand name of the                
multilateral UN (UNSC Resolution 82 made explicit reference to “flying a United Nations flag”).22              
Acting under its self-interests to prevent the spread of communism, a policy articulated by U.S.               
President Harry Truman in his 1947 “Truman Doctrine” and reiterated by President Dwight D.              
Eisenhower in his 1954 “Row of Dominoes” speech, the United States intervened in Korea to               
counter the influence of the Soviet Union and buttress its own international standing.  

“Uniting for Peace,” Defensive Force, and Peacekeeping Operations 
The Soviet Union, taken aback by the United States’ actions, quickly rejoined the Security              

Council. Yet the Korean crisis overall led to a larger shift within the United Nations and its policies                  
towards authorizing or overseeing military interventions. The Charter’s provisions on the collective            
use of force failed to consider the obstructionist effects of enmity amongst the permanent members               
of the Security Council. The United States in particular, in response, sought to bolster the role of the                  
General Assembly in managing issues related to military intervention on an emergency basis. The              
United States-sponsored “Uniting for Peace” resolution proposed that if the Security Council failed             
to act because of lack of unanimity among its permanent members, the General Assembly could               
vote to take action as a collective body. “Uniting for Peace” was the first explicit reference made to                  
the General Assembly, and United Nations as a whole, authorizing the use of force under very                
particular circumstances: the UN would not authorize the use of force due to a “mere threat to the                  
peace,” but would consider the option of defensive force when confronted with “the breach of peace                
or an act of aggression.”23 Despite the USSR’s strong objection to “Uniting for Peace,” it was put into                  
effect on 3 November 1950.24 



The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and with it, the Cold War stalemate and                
international order, drastically altered the United Nations’ role within the international community,            
and particularly in overseeing and facilitating military intervention. The United States became the             
world’s only remaining superpower. Free from obligations made to authoritarian but nonetheless            
anti-communist regimes, US aid to the non-aligned world substantially decreased. International aid            
went towards lifting embargos and development in the old Soviet bloc countries.30 Freed from the               
shackles of Cold War strategic interests and alliances, the international community looked to             
redefine the parameters for international military intervention. Onlookers heralded the birth of a             
“new internationalism” which would wipe away nationalist divisions in favor of a broader, more              
inclusive global political system. The international community, in theory, would take a more             
humanitarian approach to military intervention, which would re-legitimize the role of the UN as              
articulated in its foundational Charter. Yet, when faced with its first opportunities to intervene in               
the face of humanitarian crisis, the international community largely favored nonintervention.  

 

III. International Response and Bloc Analysis  
Prevention requires apportioning responsibility to and promoting collaboration between         

concerned States and the international community. The duty to prevent and halt genocide and mass               
atrocities lies first and foremost with the State, but the international community has a role that                
cannot be blocked by the invocation of sovereignty. Sovereignty no longer exclusively protects             
States from foreign interference; it is a charge of responsibility where States are accountable for the                
welfare of their people. This principle is enshrined in article 1 of the Genocide Convention and                
embodied in the principle of “sovereignty as responsibility” and in the concept of the Responsibility               
to Protect.50  

R2P was adopted by all UN Member States at the 2005 World Summit as a principle                
intended to prevent genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and ethnic cleansing. A guiding              
principle, the R2P broadly justified “humanitarian intervention,” but never established foundational           
guidelines for when and how foreign intervention ought to be carried out. NATO’s 1999              
intervention demonstrated how humanitarian intervention worked most effectively if carried out           
as a multilateral military intervention, which combined offensive tactics with the delivery of             
humanitarian aid. R2P also suggested that the protection of civilians took precedence over national              
sovereignty, essentially ruling in favor of internationalism over nationalism. Yet R2P largely failed             
to mediate on how the international community would involve itself (or not) in unilateral military               
interventions. 

Past UN Resolutions and actions will provide invaluable historical precedents for this            
committee. Since the UN Charter, a number of resolutions passed by the General Assembly and the                
Security Council significantly affected the international community’s perspective on military          
intervention and national sovereignty. The UN Charter founded the notion of “defensive force,” and              
was designed to restrict the use of force to self-defense and collective action in support of peace and                  
human rights. Yet over the course of the UN’s history, governments have interpreted the scope of                
“defensive force” in drastically different ways. Critics of military intervention see the UN’s role, as               
defined in the Charter, as explicitly non-military in nature. Article 2, Section 4 of the Charter states                 
that, “all members should refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force                



against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state,”93 which they see as              
prohibiting all, and not purely offensive, military intervention.  

Advocates of more robust intervention, separately, believe that military intervention ought           
to be considered a last resort when a government has failed to protect its civilians. UNGA                
Resolution 377A, “Uniting for Peace,” transfers negotiating power on issues of security and             
intervention to the General Assembly. This suggests that advocates of “internationalism,” and critics             
of superpower stalemate on the Security Council, encouraged the UN play a more active role in                
monitoring intervention and conflict resolution. Yet some have considered the more activist            
position represented by “Uniting for Peace” fundamentally incompatible with the defensive force            
philosophy presented in the UN Charter. “Uniting for Peace,” in some ways, was an early attempt at                 
defining the General Assembly’s role in conflict resolution and authorizing use of force, but lacked a                
clearly articulated framework for intervention, which likely made it less effective throughout the             
Cold War.94 

 
Questions A Resolution Must Answer  
 

● How can the international community structure an effective alternative or          
supplement to R2P that balances state sovereignty and international security?  

● What constitutes “transnational” conflict and how will the international community          
perceive and negotiate national boundaries when carrying out intervention?  

● How can this committee guarantee the protection of civilians in Syria?  
● How can intervention address the international refugee crisis sparked by conflict in            

the Middle East?  
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